Possible schemes for sending N-bit secret message with established N EPR pairs and a classical channel between two parties, are considered. The corresponding N-particle quantum key-distribution for N-bit secret message communication is outlined. Keywords: N-particle entanglement; quantum cryptography; quantum key distribution.
It is well known that entanglement is a basic concept for quantum cryptography and other information processing. A large number of quantum cryptography schemes have been proposed based on the pioneering work of Wiesner, Bennett, and Brassard.1-3 The basic concepts have now been demonstrated through a number of papers.4-8 On the other hand, recently, a general survey focused on gaining a classification scheme for quantum communications was reported.9 From this work it is known that quantum communication schemes between two parties are mainly based on two-particle entanglement (EPR pair). In this paper, we will combine both quantum cryptography and quantum communication principles to propose a new scheme for secret communication between two parties with an N-bit secret message and the corresponding quantum key-distribution protocol with N-particle entanglement.
From quantum teleportation schemes proposed earlier, one knows that, if Alice wants to send a 2k-bit secret message to Bob, for example, she should perform k local operations or Bell state measurements and send the results via a classical channel to Bob after each of the k procedures. Bob, in turn, should perform k similar operations or measurements to receive Alice's message. Generally, a classical message contains several hundreds bits, a straightforward approach of this type involves many exchanges. If techniques for measuring N-particle entanglement are feasible for N~2, it should be possible to avoid performing so many local operations and Bell state measurements to send and receive a message. Furthermore, Multiparticle Generalization Entanglement Swapping (MGES) was considered,lO which can be regarded as a generalization of the GHZ procedureY Experimental detection of multi-particle entanglement12 was also considered by Diir and Cirac. Even though MGES is designed to establish an N-particle entangled quantum channel used for quantum teleportation with one sender and N -1 receivers, in the following, we demonstrate that the MGES can also be implemented for a quantum keydistribution protocol for N-bit secret message communication between two parties when N-pairs of two-particle entangled quantum state and a classical channel are established. Though the multi-particle measurements are harder to be implemented experimentally at present, the new protocol will be much more efficient when techniques for preparing and measuring N-particle entanglement are relatively easy to be realized. In addition, recent experiment has shown that the GHZ like Nparticle entangled states can easily be created by quantum injection of entangled 2-photon states into a parity selective parametric amplifier.13 Such N-particle entangled states are to be implemented in our protocol. In the framework of quantum information the generation of N -qubits carrying the information of corresponding qubits/e-bits will make possible the practical realization of the universal multiplequbit logic gates. For example, a multiparticle N-qubit acting as control qubit will greatly ease the implementation of the typical quantum nondemolition function of the XOR or Fredkin gates.14 Other basic applications in quantum information, e.g., the realization of the NOT gate, have also been reported. 14 
It will be shown that the operator A(1-'11-'2"'I-'N) for the A or B systems can be constructed by using local operators of the A-or B-particles.
Let a'" (v = 1,2,3) be 2 x 2 Pauli matrices, and I be the identity operator.
For a given particle, there are four different local operations corresponding to these operators. Denote these local operators as if'"
Then, the local operation on the ith particle for the system A or B can be written as: (5) Also, according to Eq. (3), we define the following basic local operators for A or B systems:
(8a)
Using the above basic local operators, one can construct the local operators with
where fLi = 0 or 1 for i = 1,2, ... , N. Equation (7) defines a certain subset of cluster operators, which suffice to switch between different N-particle entangled states. It should be noted that the definition of the local operator is not unique. For example, one may check that A(OO ... Oll) can be defined as:
or equivalently as:
Though definitions (8a) and (8b) are different, the final outcomes, up to an overall phase factor, are the same when Eqs. (8a) and (8b) are applied to any N-particle entangled state I (V1V2'" VN) ) defined by Eq. (4). It seems that Eq. (7) gives a simple expression of general local operators because it involves only two different operations if3 and if1. In order to make the above formalism clear, let us work out N = 2 case explicitly.
As defined by Eq. (1), two EPR states are: (9) for i = 1,2, where the subscripts Ai, and Bi denote the ith particle in Alice's, and
Bob's hands, respectively. Using Eq. (9), one can easily obtain the product of the two EPR states according to the left hand side of Eq. (2) as:
It should be noted that the states, e.g., I ii)A == 1 ii)AIA~etc. are two-particle states in Alice's hands, which is nothing to do with particles in Bob's hands. Therefore, such states are different from I ii)AB used in Eq. (9). Then, according to Eq. (3), one can define a state with binary codes (00) as:
1(00)) = f{(Iii) + IH)), (11) for both A-and B-particles. Hence, other three states can be obtained easily by using operators defined in Eq. (6) with 1(01)) = (a3 ® 1)1(00)) = f{(Iii) -1H)), 1(10)) = (1 ® al )1(00)) = f{(IiL) + 1Li)) ,
Again, Eq. (12) applies for both A-and B-particle states, so the subscript is omitted.
Using the following Hadamard transformations:
Iii) = f{(1(00)) + 1(01))), IU) = f{(1(00)) -1(01))), 1iL) = f{(1(10)) + 1(11))), I Li) = f{(1(10)) -1(11))),
for both A-and B-particle states, one can rewrite Eq. (10) into the form given by the right hand side of Eq. (2) as follows:
Eq. (10) = #( I(OO))AI(OO))B + l(l1))A/(l1))B + 1(10))AI(1O))B + I(OI))AI(Ol))B)' (13)
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Finally, it can be cheeked that operator defined in Eq. (8a) is indeed equivalent to Eq. (8b) up to an overall phase factor, (14) (15) However, we always use operators defined in Eq. (6) throughout this paper.
Though the above is illustrated for N = 2 case only, Eqs. (2)- (7) are valid for any N in general. It is clear that the product of N Bell states given by Eq. (1), which are the A-particle entangled with B-particle states, can be expended in terms of a sum of the products of N-particle entangled states with only A-particles and N-particle entangled states with only B-particles. It is clear that Eqs. (3)- (7) (17) with for IIi =F J.Li , It is obvious that this new protocol creates an effective quantum cryptographic key of length equal to that of message. Both of them are N-bits long. Hence, this protocol is the same as the one-time pad symmetric classical key distribution, which, like the BB84 key distribution,2 is an absolutely secure method of encryption.16•l7 A pictorial way of representing this protocol is shown in Fig. 1 . Instead of using the N-particle entangled states, Alice and Bob can directly use a secret sequence of random bit, a key, to encrypt their messages. The drawback of such classical procedure is the lack of security, which is called the key-storage problem. The third party, Eve, could break into it and copy the key, which, in principle, Alice and Bob cannot detect. In our protocol, however, the security of the established communication channel resides on Alice's and Bob's particles, of which the quantum state cannot be cloned according to the quantum no-cloning theorem.18 But attacks are still possible. Before any communication, Eve may have quantum physically accessed to the N pairs of particles shared by Alice and Bob. Eve can then also change their entanglement, and even entangle these particles with Eve's particles. In case of such eavesdropping, our protocol must be complemented with a verification stage of some pairs of the entangled particles of both sides. This verification procedure has been outlined by Lo and Chou with just local operations and measurements on n random pairs of the entangled particles. These particles will then be discarded after verification. 19 The checking results can then be compared via a classical channel. The quantum verification scheme guarantees that no cheating strategy by Eve can be succeeded with a probability greater than 2-n. Hence, for a given detection probability, TJ, the number of entangled pairs n needed in the verification stage should be n 2': -log2(1 -TJ). Therefore, in order to avoid eavesdropping, we need N +n pairs of particles, where n pairs of particles are After subsequent p times of the similar procedure, one sends out the total k-bit message. However, the security is the same for all these different schemes. But one needs subsequently to perform the similar procedure p > 1 times to send the k-bit long message when m < k.
A special straightforward case is m = 2. If the message is k bit long, in order to send the total message to Bob, Alice in this case needs to preform (k/2] times of local operations or Bell state measurements on her particles, while Bob should also perform (k/2] times of Bell state measurements according to Alice's message sent through a classical channel. It is clear that the most economical way to send a k-bit message is by local k-particle state measurement, which only requires a sender and a receiver to perform k-particle state measurement once.
